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Abstract

A micromorphic continuum formulation is presented in the context of both, the spatial- and the material-motion problem. For both
approaches the kinematics as well as the balance relations together with the various representations of the occurring stress fields are
derived. The relations between the spatial-motion problem and the material-motion problem quantities are examined in detail. Upon
a hyperelastic constitutive assumption a finite-element approximation is derived and the material–force method, which is especially suited
for defect-mechanics problems, is successfully applied to the present micromorphic continuum theory.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The micromorphic continuum theory is used to describe
materials which possess a significant microstructure and
therefore exhibit scale-dependent behaviour. These micro-
structures are viewed as so-called microcontinua, which
are assumed to be attached to each physical point and
may experience both stretch and rotation deformations
which are affine throughout the microcontinuum, neverthe-
less kinematically independent from the deformation on
the macroscale.

The micromorphic continuum as a microcontinuum the-
ory has first been introduced by Eringen [6,7] and is part of
the group of so-called generalised continua for which the
couple-stress theory of the brothers Cosserat and Cosserat
[2] laid the foundation in the early 20th century. For
related early developments the reader is referred to
[31,32,22,13], just to mention a few. The so-called micropo-
lar and microstretch continua may be considered as special
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cases of the micromorphic theory, since here specific con-
straints apply on the deformation of the microcontinuum.
For instance in the case of the micropolar continuum, the
microcontinuum may only experience rotation, see the con-
tributions of [26,29,4] as well as those from the group of
Tsakmakis (e.g., [9,3]), just to mention a few. A compre-
hensive overview on microcontinuum theories can be found
in the contemporary monograph of Eringen [8]. Not only
the different microcontinuum theories are congeneric, addi-
tionally, close relations between the latter and other non-
local theories exist. Particularly the micromorphic and
the second-order gradient theory can be transferred into
each other by limit considerations, as has recently been
shown by Kirchner and Steinmann [11]. This close relation
allows to transfer the constitutive and finite-element for-
mulations that were originally developed for micromorphic
continua, to second-order gradient theories. As examples
for such formulations of the gradient elasticity serve for
instance the following contributions: Shu et al. [25] and
Amanatidou and Aravas [1] for small deformations, as well
as, extended to large deformations, Shu and Barlow [24]
and – in the context of a homogenisation procedure [14–
16].
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Generally the deformation of continuum bodies can be
described in two manners: One perspective is the so-called
deformational mechanics and the other is the concept of
configurational mechanics. Within deformational mechan-
ics – or rather the spatial-motion problem – the spatial-
motion of a physical point with particular material position
is observed with the change of time – ‘‘quo vadis?’’. This
description is characterised on the one hand by a paramet-
risation of the occurring quantities by the material position
and on the other hand by the fact that these quantities
belong to the spatial manifold (or are two-point tensors
mapping towards the spatial manifold). Opposed to that,
in the configurational-mechanics perspective, which we
refer to as the material-motion problem, the spatial place-
ment is fixed while the material origin of physical points
passing by is the unknown quantity of observation – ‘‘unde

venis?’’. The material-motion problem is formulated in
material quantities (or two-point quantities mapping to
the material manifold) which are parameterised by the spa-
tial position.

In the spatial-motion problem we deal with the intui-
tively-known and widely-used spatial forces, which are
defined as being energetically conjugate to variations in
the spatial placement of physical points at fixed material
position. Contrary to that, the perspective of the mate-
rial-motion problem yields the so-called material forces.
These are energetically conjugate to variations in the
material position of a particular physical point. They
are characterised in the literature to act as driving forces
for the propagation of defects such as cracks and voids.
Thus the material forces can for instance serve as criteria
for crack propagation. For references on the concept of
deformational vs. configurational mechanics in general
and the material force method in particular, see for
instance the contributions of Maugin and coworkers
[5,19,20,23,21], Gurtin [10] or the group of Steinmann
[27,28,30,17,18] as well as the references cite therein. It
suggests itself to apply this dual perspective and within
this context especially the material force method to the
micromorphic continuum. From this, besides a deeper
understanding of the theory, we strive for the predictive
character of the material forces for fracture-mechanics
considerations within the micromorphic continuum. Due
to the relations shown in Kirchner and Steinmann [11],
the full configurational-mechanics perspective on the sec-
ond-order gradient theory given by [12], is especially help-
ful to establish the analogous perspective on the present
micromorphic continuum.

Consequently, in this contribution a micromorphic con-
tinuum formulation is presented from the dual perspectives
of both deformational and configurational mechanics. The
kinematics is presented for finite deformations including
the macro and the microcontributions. A restriction to iso-
tropic hyperelasticity ensures the existence of a potential
energy. For conservative static problems Dirichlet’s princi-
ple results in the Euler–Lagrange equations, i.e., the bal-
ance of momentum in its strong form. Thus upon the
definition of proper micromorphic kinematics, a variation
of the potential energy renders the weak form of the bal-
ance of momentum together with Neumann boundary con-
ditions, while the variations of primary kinematic variables
have to satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. Based on the material-motion description, the mate-
rial force method is applied, which, due to the existence of
the microscale, bears the micromorphic material forces as
well as additional higher-order quantities.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 the
micromorphic continuum is introduced and its description
is derived from a complete configurational-mechanics per-
spective. In Section 3 we establish a straightforward consti-
tutive formulation which enables us to perform a finite-
element approximation for the micromorphic continuum
as presented in Section 4. Numerical examples incorporat-
ing parametric studies and the evaluation of the occurring
material force quantities are computed in Section 5. The
contribution closes with a short summary and a brief out-
look on further research on the field.

2. The micromorphic continuum

As indicated before, the micromorphic continuum is
described as a macrocontinuum of which each physical
point is endowed with a microstructure referred to as the
microcontinuum. These microcontinua may experience
arbitrary deformations consisting of both stretch and rota-
tion which are required to be affine, nevertheless kinemat-
ically independent from the macrocontinuum. A point P
on the macroscale is described by the placement vectors
X in the material configuration B0 and x in the spatial con-
figuration Bt. On the microscale, a point �P of the micro-
continuum is denoted with the microplacement vectors �X
in the material configuration �B0 and �x in the spatial config-
uration �Bt, respectively.

Since a material point is equipped with a microstructure
that is kinematically independent, additional balance equa-
tions besides the ordinary balance of momentum have to be
considered for the micromorphic theory. These may be
obtained by an energy consideration, which is here derived
from Dirichlet’s principle. Here the set of state variables is
given by S ¼ fu; �Fg, wherein the first argument describes
the macrostructural kinematics while the second character-
ises the deformation of the microcontinuum. A constitutive
functional is to be found, which in the most general hyper-
elastic case incorporates the following dependencies:
C ¼ Cðu; rXu; �F; rX

�F; XÞ.
First, the spatial-motion problem is presented in Section

2.1, before the material-motion problem described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Both approaches are compared in Section 2.3.
The following derivations of the spatial-motion problem
follow the line of the finite-deformation part of Kirchner
and Steinmann [11], while for the material-motion prob-
lem, parallels to the material settings of the second-order
gradient theory as presented by Kirchner and Steinmann
[12] can be recognised.



Fig. 1. Spatial-motion problem: micromorphic deformation maps. Fig. 2. Spatial-motion problem: Piola-type stress measures derived from
hyperelasticity, s = 0, t.
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2.1. Spatial-motion problem – quo vadis?

In the framework of the spatial-motion problem of the
micromorphic continuum, first the kinematic relations are
introduced. By the consideration of the stationarity of
the potential energy at static equilibrium, the local balance
of momentum with the corresponding boundary conditions
is derived in a two-point formulation. In the sequel the
description is transformed to a purely spatial formulation
by push-forward operations on the quantities and
operators.
2.1.1. Kinematic relations

Within the micromorphic continuum, the macro and the
microcontinuum kinematics are considered as illustrated in
Fig. 1. On the macroscale the spatial-motion deformation
map is defined as

x ¼ uðXÞ with FðXÞ :¼ rXuðXÞ ð1Þ

being the macrodeformation gradient.1 This second-order
two-point tensor represents the gradient of the spatial-mo-
tion macrodeformation map u with respect to material
coordinates. The Jacobian determinant of the spatial-mo-
tion problem is denoted by J :¼ detF = dv/dV > 0, with
dV and dv being infinitesimal volume elements in the mate-
rial and the spatial configuration, respectively. By intro-
ducing a second-order tensor �F which we refer to as the
microdeformation map, we may express the affine defor-
mation mapping from the material to the spatial configura-
tion on the microscale as

�x ¼ �FðXÞ � �X ; while �GðXÞ :¼ rX
�FðXÞ ð2Þ

defines the gradient of this microscale two-point tensor �F
with respect to the material macroplacement and thus is
a tensor of third order linking both scales.
2 The variation of a quantity •at fixed material placement X is
represented by Dd•, while dd• denotes its variation at fixed spatial position
x.

3 The derivatives of values with respect to tensors of any order are
denoted by o�� ¼ o�

o�. Additionally for the sake of clarity, D�� ¼ o�
o� jX

denotes the derivative with respect to a variable at fixed material
o�
2.1.2. Energy considerations and balance relations

For the prevailing quasi-static case, Dirichlet’s principle
is utilised, which requires the total potential energy to be
stationary for the system to be in equilibrium. To achieve
this, the variation of the total potential energy
1 The gradient of any quantity � with respect to another quantity • is
denoted by r�� ¼ o�

o�.
E ¼
R
B0

U 0dV with respect to each of the kinematic quan-
tities defined above at fixed material placement X is
required to equal zero,2

Dd

Z
B0

U 0ðu;F; �F; �G ; XÞdV ¼ 0: ð3Þ

Herein U0 denotes the total potential energy density per
material unit volume dV in B0 and may be additively
decomposed into its internal and external contributions,
W0 and V0, respectively, as U0 = W0 + V0. If we assume
the material to behave hyperelastically, stresses can be de-
fined as the derivatives of U0 with respect to their particular
energetically conjugate deformation variables at fixed
material placement. Particularly, the spatial body force b0

acting on the material domain B0, as well the macrostress
P, microstress �P and the double-stress �Q of Piola type are
obtained by the derivatives3:

b0 :¼ �ouU 0; P :¼ DFU 0; �P :¼ D�FU 0; �Q :¼ D�G U 0: ð4Þ

The stresses P and �P are tensors of second order and �Q
is of third order, respectively, and perform two-point
description mappings as indicated in Fig. 2. With these in
hand, (3) may be reformulated as the weak form of the bal-
ance of momentum:Z
B0

P : dF þ �P : d�F þ �Q ..
.
d �G � b0 � du

� �
dV ¼ 0 8du; d�F;

ð5Þ
which must hold for arbitrary variations of du and d�F. By
application of divergence relations and the Gaussian theo-
rem this equation is carried over to the local form of the
balance of momentum4:
placement X and d�� ¼ o� jx the same at fixed spatial placement x.
4 The divergence operators identify as Div • :¼ $X(•): I and

div• :¼ $x(•): I, i.e., upper-case for the divergence with respect to material
coordinates X and lower-case with respect to spatial coordinates x.
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Div P þ b0 ¼ 0; Div �Q � �P ¼ 0; ð6Þ

which is constituted by one statement for the macro and
another one for microscale and the corresponding homoge-
neous Neumann boundary conditions:

P �N ¼ 0; �Q �N ¼ 0; ð7Þ

describing the macrotraction and the double-traction on
the Neumann boundary oBP

0 , oB
�Q
0 . Note that hereby with-

out loss of generality any surface potential is omitted for
the sake of simplicity, since otherwise the material-motion
problem would become sophisticated. The local balances of
momentum (6) may also be referred to as the Euler–
Lagrange equations.

Remark 2.1. Upon setting �F � F and �G � G :¼ rX F in
Eq. (5), the weak form of the balance of momentum of a
second-order gradient continuum is retrieved. The corre-
sponding balance of momentum reads Div[DFU0 �
Div(DGU0)] � b0 = 0.
2.1.3. Piola transform of the balance of momentum

As announced before, the present two-point formulation
of the spatial-motion problem will be transferred to a
purely spatial formulation as follows. A one-sided push
forward – a Piola transformation – is applied to the bal-
ances of momentum (6) in order to rewrite them in terms
of purely spatial stress tensors. These are of Cauchy type,
namely the macrostress r, the microstress �r and the dou-
ble-stress �s, which are illustrated in Fig. 3. For this purpose
the Piola transformation formulae

f�g ! jf�g � F t; f�g ! jf�g � �F t; ð8Þ

are employed for the macro and the microcontinuum,
respectively. Using the inverse Jacobian determinant
j = 1/J = dV/dv, (8) transforms the divergence operator
Div(•) with respect to material placement into the
divergence operator with respect to spatial placement,
div(•). Finally, from (8)1 we obtain the classical Piola iden-
tity r = jP Æ Ft. Moreover, the divergence relation
jDiv �Q ¼ div ðj �Q � F tÞ as well as the relation jb0 = bt are
Fig. 3. Spatial-motion problem: Cauchy-type stress measures derived
from Piola transform, s = 0, t.
exploited towards macro and the microbalance of
momentum5:

div rþ bt ¼ 0; div �s� �r ¼ 0: ð9Þ
in terms of the Cauchy-type stresses.

This evaluation renders the relations:6,7

r :¼ jP � F t; �r :¼ j �P � �F t þ �Q :
2;3 �G

h i
; �s :¼ j �Q : �F t�F t

� �
:

ð10Þ
between the Cauchy-type and the Piola-type stress mea-
sures of the spatial-motion problem. Furthermore
bt = �ouUt denotes the spatial body force per spatial unit
volume dv.

2.1.4. Spatial isotropy

In the case of spatial isotropy which coincides with the
usual requirement of objectivity, the total energy density
U0 must be invariant under a rigid-body rotation by any
proper orthogonal tensor R superposed onto the spatial
configuration:

U 0 ¼U 0 F; �F; �G ;�
� �

¼: U 0ðR �F;R � �F;R � �G ;�Þ 8R 2 SOð3Þ:
ð11Þ

Upon a tedious analysis it follows that the sum rþ �r is
symmetric. For a particular choice of constitutive equation,
thus the relation

j P � F t þ �P � �F t þ �Q :
2;3 �G

h i
¼ j F � Pt þ �F � �Pt þ �G :

2;3 �Q
h i

ð12Þ
needs to be fulfilled in order to satisfy spatial isotropy. For
further reference on this symmetry property, we suggest the
contribution of Kirchner and Steinmann [12] and reference
cited therein.

2.2. Material-motion problem – unde venis?

The same micromorphic continuum formulation is now
discussed from the perspective of the material-motion
problem.
5 The Piola transformation formulas (8) applied to (6) yield (9) in the
following manner:

j Div P þ b0½ � ¼ j Div Jr � F -tð Þ þ bt ¼ div rþ bt;

j Div �Q � �P
� �

� �F t ¼ j Div J�s : ½�F -t�F�t�
� �

� �F t � j�P � �F t ¼ div �s� �r:

6 The regular and the modified dyadic products of two second-order
tensors are defined through the relations

½A� B� : C ¼ ½B : C �A; A : ½B � C � ¼ ½A : B�C ;
½A�B� : C ¼ A � C � Bt; A : ½B�C � ¼ Bt � A � C ;
½A�B� : C ¼ A � C t � Bt; A : ½B�C � ¼ Bt � At � C :

7 Between two third-order tensors the product A :
i;j

B symbolises the
contraction over the ith and the jth index and thus yields a second-order
tensor, while the product denoted by A ..

.
B means the contraction over all

three indices and thus results in a scalar.



Fig. 5. Material-motion problem: Piola-type stress measures, s = 0, t.
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2.2.1. Kinematic relations

On the macroscale the material placement X of a phys-
ical point is treated as a function U of its spatial placement
x. The deformation gradient of the macrocontinuum, f, is
defined as the gradient of the macrodeformation map U

with respect to the spatial placement x,

X ¼ UðxÞ; f ðxÞ :¼ rxUðxÞ; ð13Þ
see Fig. 4. For the microcontinuum the deformation map �f
and its gradient with respect to spatial coordinates x, are
introduced as

�X ¼ �f ðxÞ � �x; �gðxÞ :¼ rx
�f ðxÞ: ð14Þ

The microdeformation map of the material-motion
problem, �f , is a two-point tensor of second order which
performs a mapping from �Bt to �B0.

2.2.2. Energy considerations and balance relations

Within the material-motion problem, considerations
along the lines of Dirichlet’s principle must account for a
release of potential energy, which must occur at any change
in the material-motion problem kinematics, as implied by
the second law of thermodynamics. Thus the variation of
the total potential energy E ¼

R
Bt

U tdv with respect to the
material-motion kinematic quantities at fixed spatial posi-
tion x must be non-positive:

ddE ¼ dd

Z
Bt

U tðU; f ; �f ; �g; xÞdv 6 0: ð15Þ

Herein Ut denotes the total potential-energy density
with respect to the spatial unit volume dv in Bt. Particu-
larly, in case of configurational equilibrium, ddE ¼ 0, while
in more general cases material traction quantities have to
be considered:

ddE ¼:

Z
oBt

ddU � Tp
t þ dd

�f : T�q
t

� �
da: ð16Þ

Hereby a material macrotraction vector Tp
t and a mate-

rial second-order double-traction tensor T�q
t on the bound-

aries oBp
t ; oB

�q
t enter as definitions and are energetically

conjugate to both a variation of the macrodeformation
map U and the microdeformation map �f , respectively.

In analogy to the spatial-motion problem, a material
body force Bt acting on the spatial volume dv as well as a
macrostress p, a microstress �p and a double-stress �q of Piola
Fig. 4. Material-motion problem: micromorphic deformation maps.
type are introduced as the derivatives of Ut with respect to
their energetically conjugate kinematic variables (compare
Fig. 5):

Bt :¼ �oUU t; p :¼ df U t; �p :¼ d�f Ut; �q :¼ d�gUt; ð17Þ

due to the underlying assumption of a hyperelastic mate-
rial. The evaluation of the energy-release condition (16) di-
rectly results in the weak form of the material-motion
balance of momentum:Z

Bt

p : df þ �p : d�f þ �q ..
.
d�g � Bt � dU

� �
dv

¼:

Z
oBt

Tp
t � dUþ T�q

t : d�f
� �

da: ð18Þ

This may again be locally expressed as the Euler–
Lagrange equations

div pþ Bt ¼ 0; div �q� �p ¼ 0; ð19Þ
i.e., the balance of macro and micromomentum, which
must be accompanied by the non-homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions

p � n ¼: Tp
t ; �q � n ¼: T�q

t ; ð20Þ

since any change in the material geometry at fixed spatial
configuration directly yields non-zero material boundary
tractions.

2.2.3. Piola transform of the balance of momentum

In an analogous manner to Section 2.1.3, for the mate-
rial-motion problem the transition between the two-point
description of the balance relations (19) and a purely mate-
rial description can be achieved by applying the Piola
transformation formulae

f�g ! Jf�g � f t; f�g ! Jf�g � �f t; ð21Þ
which are here stated inversely to Eq. (8). With these at
hand, we first obtain the divergence relations and the body
force,

Jdiv p ¼ DivðJp � f tÞ; Jdiv �q ¼ DivðJ�q � f tÞ; JBt ¼ B0;

ð22Þ
which finally yields the balance equations in the form:

Div Rþ B0 ¼ 0; Div �T � �R ¼ 0 ð23Þ



Fig. 6. Material-motion problem: Eshelby-type stress measures, s = 0, t.
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in terms of the Eshelby-type – purely material – stress mea-
sures, i.e., the macrostress R, the microstress �R, and the
double-stress �T as shown in Fig. 6. Along the derivation
of Eq. (23), the relations:

R :¼ Jp � f t; �R :¼ J �p � �f t þ �q :
2;3

�g
h i

; �T :¼ J�q : �f t�f t
� �

;

ð24Þ

between the Eshelby-type material stress measures on the
one hand and the two-point stress measures of Piola type
on the other hand, become obvious.

2.2.4. Material isotropy

In the special case of material isotropy, i.e., the isotropy
of the material response, the energy density Ut for the
material-motion problem is invariant under a rigid-body
rotation with any proper orthogonal tensor r superposed
to the material configuration,

Ut ¼ U tðf ; �f ; �g; �Þ ¼: U tðr � f ; r � �f ; r � �g; �Þ 8r 2 SOð3Þ:
ð25Þ

Exploiting this condition, we conclude that the sum
Rþ �R is symmetric, i.e., ½Rþ �R� ¼ ½Rþ �R�t.

2.3. Relations between spatial and material motion

In order to highlight the duality of the spatial- and the
material-motion problem, conversions between the spatial-
and the material-motion problem quantities are derived in
the sequel.
2.3.1. Deformation maps and deformation gradients

The macrodeformation map of the spatial-motion prob-
lem, u introduced in (1) and that of the material-motion
problem, U, from Eq. (13) are inverse to each other, thus
their compositions u � U = id and U � u = id yield the
identity. Likewise, the macrodeformation gradient of the
spatial- and that of the material-motion problem are
related through F Æ f = It and f Æ F = I0 vice versa, while
analogously the microdeformation maps compose as
�F � �f ¼ �I t and �f � �F ¼ �I0, respectively. Furthermore the Jac-
obians of the spatial- and the material-motion problem are
related as jJ = 1. With these relations at hand the following
expressions for the kinematic variables of the spatial-
motion problem in terms of those from the material-
motion problem are obtained for the macro and the micro-
continuum quantities, respectively:

u ¼ U�1; F ¼ f �1; �F ¼ �f �1; �G ¼ ��F � �g : �F�F
� �

:

ð26Þ
Vice versa the conversions from the spatial to the mate-

rial-motion obey

U ¼ u�1; f ¼ F�1; �f ¼ �F�1; �g ¼ ��f � �G : �f�f
� �

ð27Þ
for the macro and the microcontinuum quantities,
respectively.

2.3.2. Energy density

In the previous derivations, the stored energy densities
U0 and Ut were assigned to a particular perspective on
the deformation. With the relations (26) and (27), we
may however express these in terms of kinematic quantities
either from the spatial- or from the material-motion prob-
lem. Particularly, for the stored energy density which is
related to a material unit volume, the relation:

U 0 F; �F; �G
� �

¼ U 0 f ; �f ; �g �G ; �f ; f
� �� �

ð28Þ
holds. Analogously, we can transform the total stored en-
ergy density in the spatial configuration which is usually ex-
pressed in terms of material-motion quantities as follows:

Ut f ; �f ; �g
� �

¼ U t F; �F; �G �g; �F;F
� �� �

: ð29Þ
Furthermore the transformations between the stored

energy density of the spatial and the material configura-
tion, respectively, follow as

U 0 ¼ JU t and U t ¼ jU 0: ð30Þ
The relations of the partial derivative of the energy den-

sity with respect to a deformation measure at fixed material
position to derivatives at fixed spatial position are com-
puted as follows:

Df U 0 ¼ df U 0 : of f þ d�f U 0 : of
�f þ d�gU 0

..

.
of �g

¼ df U 0 þ d�gU 0
..
.
of �g;

D�f U 0 ¼ df U 0 : o�f f þ d�f U 0 : o�f
�f þ d�gU 0

..

.
o�f �g

¼ d�f U 0 þ d�gU 0
..
.
o�f �g;

D�gU 0 ¼ df U 0 : o�gf þ d�f U 0 : o�g
�f þ d�gU 0

..

.
o�g�g

¼ d�gU 0;

ð31Þ

while the reverse relations are obtained analogously as

dFUt ¼ DFUt þ D �GU t
..
.
oF

�G ;

d�FUt ¼ D�FUt þ D �GU t
..
.
o�F

�G ;

d �GU t ¼ D �GU t:

ð32Þ

These are in the following utilised to relate the spatial-
and material-motion problem stresses to each other.
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2.3.3. Push-forward of the stress measures from the spatial-

motion problem

The Piola-type stresses P = DFU0, �P ¼ D�FU 0, and
�Q ¼ D �GU 0 in Eq. (4) of the spatial-motion problem enjoy
the following relations:

DFU 0 ¼ Df U 0 : oFf ¼ Df U 0 : �f�f t
� �

¼ �f t � Df U 0 � f t;

D�FU 0 ¼ D�f U 0 : o�F
�f ¼ D�f U 0 : ��f��f t

� �
¼ ��f t � D�f U 0 � �f t;

D �GU 0 ¼ D�gU 0
..
.
o �G �g ¼ D�gU 0

..

.
��f� �f t�f t

� �� �
¼ ��f t � D�gU 0 : �f t�f t

� �
;

ð33Þ
based on the relations (26). This fact may be exploited un-
der consideration of the energy-density relations (28) and
(31) as well as the Piola transform (8). Thus we obtain
the relations:

jDFU 0 � F t ¼ �jf t � Df U 0 ¼ �jf t � df U 0 þ d�gU 0
..
.
of �g

� �
;

jD�FU 0 � �F t ¼ �j�f t � D�f U 0 ¼ �j�f t � d�f U 0 þ d�gU 0
..
.
o�f �g

� �
;

jD �GU 0 : �F t�F t
� �

¼ �j�f t � D�gU 0 ¼ ��f t � d�gUt:

ð34Þ
With these, the Cauchy-type spatial stress measures

from the spatial-motion problem (10) expressed in terms
of the Piola-type stress measures of the material-motion
problem (17) read

r ¼ UtI � f t � p� �g :
1;2

�q;

�r ¼ ��f t � �p� �g :
1;3

�q;

�s ¼ ��f t � �q:

ð35Þ
2.3.4. Pull-back of the stress measures from the

material-motion problem

In analogy to the previous subsection, a pull-back of the
stress formats obtained in the material-motion problem can
be executed. Using the relations (26) we may write:

df U t ¼ dFU t : of F ¼ �F t � dFUt � F t;

d�f U t ¼ d�FU t : o�f
�F ¼ ��F t � d�FUt � �F t;

d�gU t ¼ d �G Ut
..
.
o�g

�G ¼ ��F t � d�G Ut : �F t�F t
� �

;

ð36Þ

for the Piola-type stress quantities p, �p, and �q of (17). Fur-
thermore we obtain the relations:

Jdf U t � f t ¼ �JF t � dFUt ¼ �JF t � DFUt þ D �GU t
..
.
oF

�G

� �
;

Jd�f U t � �f t ¼ �J �F t � d�FUt ¼ �J �F t � D�FUt þ D �GU t
..
.
o�F

�G

� �
;

Jd�gU t : ½�f t�f t� ¼ �J �F t � D �G Ut;

ð37Þ
now departing from Eqs. (21), (30) and (32). Finally we end
up with the material stress measures of Eshelby type
from the material-motion problem, which particularly
read

R ¼ U 0I � F t � P � �G :
1;2 �Q;

�R ¼ ��F t � �P � �G :
1;3 �Q;

�T ¼ ��F t � �Q�;

ð38Þ

in terms of the Piola-type stress measures of the spatial-
motion problem (4).

2.3.5. Push-forward and pull-back of the balance relations

The relations for the balance of momentum were origi-
nally derived in terms of stresses in two-point descriptions
for both the spatial- and the material-motion problem,
confer Sections 2.1 and 2.2. In both cases we applied
Piola-transformation procedures in order obtain the
respective purely spatial or purely material stress format
and balance relations expressed in terms of these. Alterna-
tively to this approach, one may also proceed directly from
the two-point formulation of the spatial-motion problem,
Section 2.1.2, to a fully material description in terms
of Eshelby- type stresses by a pull-back operation, or
analogously from the two-point formulation of the mate-
rial-motion problem, Section 2.2.2, to a purely spatial
description in terms of Cauchy-type stresses by a push-for-
ward procedure.

Particularly, in order to move from the two-point
description of the spatial-motion problem (6) to the
purely material Eshelby-type description, the pull-back
operations:

� F t � ½Div Pþ b0� � �G :
1;2

Div �Q� �P
� �

¼Div RþB0 ¼ 0;

� �F t � ½Div �Q� �P� ¼Div �T � �R ¼ 0;

ð39Þ
are applied to the macro and the microterm of the balance
relations and we directly obtain the expressions (23).

Analogously, the following push-forward operates on
the material-motion problem balances (19) and yields the
purely spatial description of the balance of momentum:

� f t � ½div pþ Bt� � �g :
1;2

div �q� �p½ � ¼ div rþ bt ¼ 0;

� �f t � div �q� �p½ � ¼ div �s� �r ¼ 0;

ð40Þ
in terms of stresses of Cauchy type as we also find it in Eq.
(9).

2.3.6. Overall picture: balance-of-momentum tetragon

For the micromorphic continuum, the balance relations
as derived for the spatial- and the material-motion problem
in purely material respectively spatial quantities as well as
in the respective two-point descriptions, may be summa-
rised in a transformation scheme as shown in Fig. 7 where
the elements of the balance relations are transformed either



Fig. 7. Micromorphic balance-of-momentum tetragon.
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with direct pull-back (PB) or push-forward (PF) operations
or via Piola transformations.
3. Constitutive relations

In order to close the set of equations, a straightforward
hyperelastic constitutive theory is chosen. Since the macro
and the microcontinuum kinematically behave indepen-
dently (compare Section 2), a constitutive formulation
must be chosen to provide a relation between the scales.
Thus in a straightforward manner, we have chosen to
introduce a scale-transition term into the constitutive for-
mulation. This formulation is first introduced for the
spatial-motion problem and later transferred to the mate-
rial-motion problem. The according stress measures are
derived from this assumption for both perspectives and
the symmetries imposed by spatial and material isotropy
are shown.

3.1. Spatial-motion problem

3.1.1. Constitutive assumption for the stored-energy density

For the internally stored energy density W0 we make the
following hyperelastic constitutive ansatz

W 0 ¼
1

2
kln2J þ 1

2
l F : F � ndim � 2 ln J
� �

þ 1

2
ll2 �G ..

.
�G þ 1

2
p �F � F
� �

: �F � F
� �

; ð41Þ

which consists of a Neo-Hooke-type term on the macro-
scale, a straightforward quadratic formulation on the
microscale and an additional scale-transition term to cou-
ple both scales. Herein the material parameters k and l
are the Lamé constants known from the classical or rather
Boltzmann continuum. Additionally the so-called internal
length l accounts for the scale dependence and may be
interpreted as a characteristic size of the microcontinuum.
The parameter p plays the part of a penalty which controls
the interaction between the macro and the microdeforma-
tion. Furthermore ndim denotes the number of dimensions
in space. With the internal stored-energy density formula-
tion, Eq. (41), the different stress fields may be evaluated,
utilising the definitions (4) and the relations (10).
As shown in Kirchner and Steinmann [11] by constrain-
ing the micromorphic deformation such that the microde-
formation map equals the macrodeformation gradient,
the micromorphic continuum in its present formulation
may be transferred to a second-order gradient continuum,
since in the limit case of p!1 we obtain �F � F and fur-
thermore the gradient �G � rXF, see also Remark 2.1. Sim-
ilar constitutive constraints on the kinematics as the one we
have chosen have also been used by [25] as well as [14,16]
for higher-order gradient theories and in their case have
the major advantage of enabling C0 approximation func-
tions in the numerical implementation, since it reversely
approaches a micromorphic continuum.

Remark 3.1. The scale transition in (41) can alternatively
be obtained by a multiplicative formulation, i.e.,
W scale

0 ¼ p �f � F � I
� �

: �f � F � I
� �

.

Note that the present choice is an assumption, and of
course different formulations with a more complex rela-
tions could be used and can be considered as a challenge
for future research.

3.1.2. Spatial-motion stresses
With the constitutive formulation (41) the Piola-type

stresses (4) particularly result in

P ¼ DFW 0 ¼ ½k ln J � l�F�t þ lF � p �F � F
� �

;

�P ¼ D�FW 0 ¼ p �F � F
� �

;

�Q ¼ D �GW 0 ¼ ll2 �G :

ð42Þ

Note that for a vanishing penalty parameter, i.e., p! 0,
the macrostress P and the double-stress �Q will be decou-
pled. Furthermore, we evaluate the Cauchy-type stresses as

r ¼ j k ln J � l½ �F�t þ lF � p �F � F
� �� �

� F t;

�r ¼ jp �F � F
� �

� �F t þ jll2 �G :
2;3 �G ;

�s ¼ jll2 �G : �F t�F t
� �

;

ð43Þ

based on (10). Due to the scale-transition term, both the
Cauchy-type macro and the microstress will generally be
non-symmetric, with the degree of symmetry depending
on the choice of the penalty parameter. As indicated be-
fore, in the case of spatial isotropy, however, the sum
rþ �r is always symmetric.

3.2. Material-motion problem

3.2.1. Stored-energy density

Upon the assumption of zero external potential, i.e.,
V0 = 0, which comes along with zero spatial body force,
we may directly transfer the relation (30) of the total
stored-energy density to the internal part, i.e., Wt = jW0.

3.2.2. Material-motion stresses
For the application of the material force method, the

stresses of the material-motion problem need to be evalu-
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ated. From (17) with Ut �Wt and (41) we obtain the Piola-
type stresses of the material-motion problem

p ¼ j ½W 0 � k ln J þ l�I � lF t � F þ pF t � �F � F
� �h

�ll2 �G :
1;2 �G

i
� F t;

�p ¼ �jp�F t � �F � F
� �

� �F t;

�q ¼ �jll2 �F t � �G : �F t�F t;

ð44Þ

from which the Eshelby-type stresses are evaluated as

R ¼ ½W 0 � k ln J þ l�I � lF t � F þ pF t � �F � F
� �

� ll2 �G :
1;2 �G ;

�R ¼ �p�F t � �F � F
� �

� ll2 �G :
1;3 �G ;

�T ¼ �ll2 �F t � �G ;

ð45Þ

utilising (24).
For this particular choice of stresses, the symmetry of

the sum of the Eshelby-type macro and the microstress,
Rþ �R, resulting from material isotropy as stated in Eq.
(25) can be shown. Observing

Rþ �R ¼ W 0 � k ln J þ l½ �I � lF t � F þ pF t � �F � pF t � F

� p�F t � �F þ p�F t � F � ll2 �G :
1;2 �G

h i
� ll2 �G :

1;3 �G
h i

;

ð46Þ

we notice that Rþ �R ¼ ½Rþ �R�t and thus the symmetry is
fulfilled.
4. Finite-element approximation

For the continuum theory presented in Section 2 a finite-
element approximation scheme is derived in a general for-
mat for which then the constitutive formulation of Section
3 is incorporated. For the finite-element approximation we
chose the macro and the microdeformation map as the
unknown quantities to be solved for.
4.1. Spatial-motion problem

The unknown fields of the deformation quantities are
approximated using a standard Bubnov–Galerkin
approach which allows to use the same interpolation func-
tions for the unknowns as well as for the test functions.
Particularly, a finite-element mesh consists of nu nodes at
which the macrodeformation map u is evaluated and n�F

nodes for the unknown microdeformation map �F. Globally
their approximations are formulated with shape functions
Nu

L for the deformation and N �F
M for the microdeformation

map, respectively as
uh ¼
Xnu

L¼1

Nu
L uL; duh ¼

Xnu

I¼1

Nu
I duI ;

�Fh ¼
Xn�F

M¼1

N �F
M

�FM ; d�Fh ¼
Xn�F

J¼1

N �F
J d�FJ :

ð47Þ

Herein the nodal indices I and L account for the discrete
values of the unknown u and its variation, while J and M

number the nodes for unknown �F and their variation,
respectively. Accordingly, the discrete approximations for
the gradient variables F = $Xu and �G ¼ rX

�F and their
respective variations dF = $Xdu and d�G ¼ rXd�F read

Fh ¼
Xnu

L¼1

uL �rX Nu
L ; dFh ¼

Xnu

I¼1

duI �rX Nu
I ;

�Gh ¼
Xn�F

M¼1

�FM �rX N �F
M ; d�Gh ¼

Xn�F

J¼1

d�FJ �rX N �F
J :

ð48Þ

Maintaining the assumption of zero body forces, the dis-
crete residuals of the spatial-motion problem read

Ru
I ¼

Z
B0

P � rXNu
I dV � Fuext

I ¼! 0;

R
�F
J ¼

Z
B0

�Q � rX N �F
J dV þ

Z
B0

�PN �F
J dV � F

�F ext
J ¼! 0;

ð49Þ

wherein the Piola-type stresses P, �P, and �Q are determined
by (42). Consequently the linearised coupled problem

Kuu
IL Ku�F

IM

K
�F u
JL K

�F �F
JM

" #
Duh

L

D�Fh
M

� �
¼

Fuext
I � Fuint

I

F
�F ext
J � F

�F int
J

" #
;

is to be solved for increments of uh
L and �Fh

M . The compo-
nent matrices of the global tangent stiffness matrix are gi-
ven by

Kuu
IL ¼

oRu
I

ouL

¼
Z
B0

DFðP � rX Nu
I Þ � rXNu

L dV ;

Ku�F
IM ¼

oRu
I

o�FM
¼
Z
B0

D�FðP � rXNu
I ÞN

�F
M dV ;

K
�F u
JL ¼

oR
�F
J

ouL

¼
Z
B0

DFð�Q � rX N �F
J Þ � rXNu

L dV

þ
Z
B0

DFð�PN �F
J Þ � rXNu

L dV ;

K
�F �F
JM ¼

oR
�F
J

o�FM
¼
Z
B0

D �Gð�Q � rXN �F
J Þ � rX N �F

M dV

þ
Z
B0

D�Fð�PN �F
J ÞN

�F
M dV :

ð50Þ

Herein the specific tangent operators for the constitutive
law of Section 3 read

DFP ¼ kF�t � F�t � ½k ln J � l�F�t�F�1 þ ½lþ p�I�I ;

D�FP ¼ DF
�P ¼ �pI�I ; D�F

�P ¼ þpI�I ;

D �G
�Q ¼ þll2I� I�I½ �; DF

�Q ¼ 0:

ð51Þ



Fig. 8. Isoparametric quadrilateral master element with 9 nodes for the
macrodeformation map and 4 nodes for the microdeformation map.
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Particularly, DFP, D�FP, DF
�P, and D�F

�P are fourth-order
tensors; D �G

�Q represents a tensor of sixth order, while the
fifth-order tensor DF

�Q vanishes for the present
formulation.

The actual implementation is done element-wise with
assembly to a global system of equations as in standard
finite-element procedures. Also the standard procedure of
Gauss quadrature is used for the numerical evaluation of
the integrals above.

The constitutive law of Section 3, which incorporates
the difference between the microdeformation map �F and
the macrotangent map F, necessitates the use of shape
functions of different order in the finite-element approxi-
mation. A detailed reference for the suitability of different
kinds of elements for such formulations can be found in
Refs. [14,16], see also [25,1]. Particularly, we have chosen
quadrilateral plane elements with a bi-quadratic approxi-
mation for the macrodeformation map u and a bi-linear
approximation for the microdeformation map �F as shown
in Fig. 8.

4.2. Material-motion problem

Accordingly, the approximations of the unknown quan-
tities of the material-motion problem, the macrodeforma-
tion map U and the microdeformation map �f , are
formulated in terms of the material-motion shape functions
NU

L and N
�f
M , respectively, as

Uh ¼
XnU

L¼1

NU
L UL; dUh ¼

XnU

I¼1

NU
I dUI ;

�f h ¼
Xn�f

M¼1

N
�f
M

�f M ; d�f h ¼
Xn�f

J¼1

N
�f
J d�f J :

ð52Þ

Herein, NU
L � Nu

L and N
�f
M � N �F

M , but here the gradients are
derived with respect to the spatial coordinates. Particularly,
f = $xU and �g ¼ rx

�f and their respective variations read

f h ¼
XnU

L¼1

UL �rxNU
L ; df h ¼

XnU

I¼1

dUI �rxNU
I ;

�gh ¼
Xn�f

M¼1

�f M �rxN
�f
M ; d�gh ¼

Xn�f

J¼1

d�f J �rxN
�f
J :

ð53Þ

With these test and trial functions in hand, we may now
apply the material force method to our micromorphic con-
tinuum in the spirit of, for instance [30,18].
4.2.1. Material force method for the material balance of

macromomentum

From the integral version of the balance of momentum
for the macrocontinuum we obtain (19)1,Z
Bt

dU � ½div pþ Bt�dv ¼ 0 8 dU ð54Þ

wherein the body force is kept here for the sake of
completeness. For arbitrary variations dU and with the fi-
nite-element approximations (52)1 and (53)1 we obtain a
quantity that we define as the nodal material force of the
macroscale:

FL :¼
Z
Bt

½p � rxNU
L � BtNU

L �dv: ð55Þ

This force vector acts on the material manifold and is
energetically conjugate to the material virtual node-point
displacements at node L, dUL. The material force FL exclu-
sively concerns the macromomentum and thus appears in
the same format as for a classical or rather Boltzmann
continuum.

Remark 4.1. The material force may be equally derived in
terms of the purely material stresses of Eshelby typeZ
B0

dU � J ½div pþ Bt�dV ¼
Z
B0

dU � ½Div Rþ B0�dV ¼ 0;

from the pull back and by execution of the Piola transfor-
mation (21).
4.2.2. Material force method for the material balance of

micromomentum
For the sake of completeness, we attempt to obtain a

comparable nodal configurational double-traction based
on the material balance of the micromomentum. Thus
the material-motion balance of (19)2 is brought into a weak
form,Z
Bt

d�f : div �q� �p½ �dv ¼ 0; ð56Þ

by multiplication with the virtual microdeformation map
d�f of the material-motion problem. From this we obtain
what we call a nodal configurational double-force which in
the discretised version with the approximations (52)2 and
(53)2 reads

:¼
Z
Bt

�q � rxN
�f
J þ �pN

�f
J

h i
dv: ð57Þ

This discrete configurational micro double-force is ener-
getically conjugate to the microdeformation map �f of the
material-motion problem and discretely evaluated at the
nodes of the finite-element mesh. Contrary to the material
force FL the configurational micro double-force is a
non-symmetric two-point tensor.

Remark 4.2. Alternatively the configurational micro dou-
ble-force can be expressed in terms of Eshelby-type stresses
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by executing a pull-back and a Piola-transformation on the
microbalance of momentum (56):Z

B0

J div �q� �p½ � � �f t
� �

: d�f � �F
� �

dV

¼
Z
B0

Div �T � �R
� �

: d�f � �F
� �

dV ¼ 0:
5. Numerical examples

The above proposed algorithm for the micromorphic
continuum is now applied to two selected numerical exam-
ples. First, a finite-element solution for the spatial-motion
problem is obtained according to Section 4.1 in a two-point
formulation. From the directly obtained nodal values for u

and �F, all other kinematic quantities can be derived (com-
pare Section 2.3). With these at hand, for instance all pre-
sented stress fields can be evaluated using the relations of
Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2. The material force method, which
was presented in Section 4.2 for the micromorphic contin-
uum, is employed to obtain the material forces and config-
urational double-forces of the micromorphic continuum.

The response is studied at two different boundary value
problems: The first geometry under consideration is a spec-
imen with a circular hole under uniaxial loading, while the
second one is a rectangularly shaped specimen with a static
crack under mode-I loading. Both geometries are discre-
tised with the finite elements of Section 4.1 and Fig. 8.
The boundary conditions applied consist of non-homoge-
neous Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions for the macrodeformation map as well as homo-
geneous Neumann boundary conditions for the microde-
formation map.

5.1. Uniaxial loading of specimen with hole

Into the rectangular specimen of length L0 and width
L0/3, an inhomogeneity is introduced by means of a cen-
tred circular hole of radius r = L0/12, as shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Cauchy-type macrostress r22 at variation of the internal length at
p = 20E.
While the nodes at the bottom edge of the discretised
geometry are fixed in longitudinal direction, a constant dis-
placement boundary condition in the same direction is
applied on the top nodes step-wise until the final length
of 1.5L0 is reached.
5.1.1. Results from the spatial-motion problem

The internal length l is varied for fixed scale-transition
parameter p = 20E in order to firstly investigate the result-
ing field of the normal Cauchy-type macrostress r22 in
loading direction, and secondly the scale-transition term
k�F � Fk2 of the internal stored energy density (41).

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the Cauchy-type macro-
stress component r22 for different internal length ratios and
a fixed scale-transition parameter p = 20E plotted in the
spatial mesh. The first aspect to observe is that the overall
behaviour of the specimen becomes stiffer with increasing
internal length, i.e. the deformation of the hole is less dis-
tinct compared to the overall deformation. Moreover, the
stress field is influenced more distinctively in a wider region
by the inhomogeneity represented by the hole. Especially
the first effect can be attributed to an increased stiffness
in the microterm of Eq. (41) at increasing the internal-
length parameter l.

In Fig. 10 we compare the stress components of the Cau-
chy-type macrostress for two different internal lengths. For
zero internal length, the fields appear symmetric while for
the larger internal length of l = L0/6 the non-symmetry of
the tensor r is revealed. This coincides with a non-symmet-
ric macrostress tensor generally predicted by the literature
for non-local formulations.

Now the influence of the internal length on the scale-
transition term is investigated. Its contour is displayed in
Fig. 11 for varied internal length l at fixed scale-transition
parameter p = 20 E. Herein mainly the shape of the
region with a significantly large term k�F � Fk2 differs with
Fig. 10. Shear components of the Cauchy-type macrostress, r12 and r21,
in comparison for two different internal lengths l = L0/1 and l0 = L0/6 at
p = 20E.



Fig. 11. Scale-transition measure k�F � Fk2 at variation of the internal
length at p = 20E.
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increasing internal length: For larger l, the term appears
more restricted to the direct circumference of the hole
but less effectively controlled by the parameter p. For
explanation of these effects, one may point to the fact that
for zero internal length, no microstructural effects are
incorporated. As the microdeformation map �F vanishes,
the scale-transition term is of the order of the macrodefor-
mation gradient F and therefore has no decisive signifi-
cance. Otherwise, if l > 0, the influence of the scale-
transition term becomes larger and also more closely
aligned along the edge of the hole due to stronger
microdeformation.
5.1.2. Results from the material-motion problem
In the sequel, the material force method is applied to the

current boundary- value problem. In particular, the nodal
material forces at the finite-element nodes as well as the
nodal configurational double-forces are evaluated.

In Fig. 12, the nodal material forces at the spatial mesh
are plotted for a variation of the internal lengths l at the
Fig. 12. Material forces FL on spatial mesh for variation of the internal
length at p = 20E.
same (fixed) scale-transition parameter p as before. We
observe that for zero internal length, the material force at
the hole exhibits a distinct maximum at the lateral edges,
while for increasing internal length, the material forces
are more evenly distributed along the edge. The size of
the material force vectors reflects the deformation along
the free edges, particularly around the hole. Consequently,
we may conclude that the additional stiffness imposed by
the microstructure for larger internal length reduces the
possible energy release at the defect.

Now we consider the nodal configurational double-force
, which is a non-symmetric tensor of second-order. First

we display its modulus, k k, plotted continuously over
the entire domain in Fig. 13. Generally it can be observed
that the configurational double-force occurs in the interior
of the domain, especially at the defect. For zero internal
length, the double-force vanishes. This observation corre-
lates with the fact that for this particular set of parameters
the micromorphic continuum is very similar to the classical
continuum due to the vanishing size of the microstructure
being represented by the internal length l. Once a non-zero
internal length is present, the nodal configurational double-
force arises. But due to the more homogeneous deforma-
tion at large l, the distribution becomes more homogeneous
and overall smaller.

To illustrate this quantity more characteristically, in
Fig. 14 we display the results of the eigenvalue problem
(confer Remark 5.1).

Remark 5.1 (Eigenvalue problem). For the non-symmetric
tensor of second order, , both the left

�aJ � ¼ kaJ �aJ

and the right

� �bJ ¼ kbJ
�bJ ;
Fig. 13. Modulus of nodal configurational double-forces, k k, plotted
continuously on spatial mesh for variation of the internal length at
p = 20E.



Fig. 14. Nodal configurational double-force : first versus second
eigenvectors scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, plotted on spatial mesh
for variation of internal length at scale-transition parameter p = 20E.
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eigenvalue problem need to be considered. Herein �aJ de-
notes the left and �bJ the right eigenvector of , while
the right and left eigenvalues are given by kaJ = kbJ.
Fig. 15. Cauchy stress r22 for a variatio
Particularly, in Fig. 14 the first and the second left and
right eigenvectors of the nodal configurational double-
force at the finite element nodes are plotted, each one
scaled by its corresponding eigenvalue. Here we notice a
very distinct pattern: The first impression is that with
increasing internal length the quantity decreases as already
seen before in Fig. 13. Furthermore, we observe that the
first left and the second right eigenvectors are oriented nor-
mal to each other, also the second left and the first right,
which coincides with the eigenproblem theory. Especially
for the first right eigenvectors, we notice that with increas-
ing internal length, the arrows of significant size become
less aligned at the hole. The first eigenvectors represent
the ‘‘stronger’’ direction. Thus we conclude that the nodal
configurational double-force, which is the microquantity
being energetically conjugate to the microdeformation
map of the material-motion problem, reflects a deflection
of the loading from the edge of the hole to the remaining
bulk aside.

5.2. Uniaxial loading of cracked specimen

As a second geometry, a rectangular specimen with a
one-sided, non-propagating crack at half length under uni-
axial quasi-static loading is examined. The crack, which
experiences mode-I loading, is explicitly modelled by an
additional edge in the finite-element mesh. For this bound-
ary-value problem, first the internal length l and thereafter
the penalty p is varied. Like in the previous example, the
specimen is fixed at the bottom, and a constant displace-
ment boundary condition is applied at the top nodes in lon-
gitudinal direction step-wise until a final elongation of L0/3
is reached.

5.2.1. Results from the spatial-motion problem

First the influence of a variation of the internal length is
studied at fixed scale-transition parameter, before the latter
parameter is varied for fixed internal length.

For variation of the internal length l, the normal compo-
nent of the Cauchy-type macrostress in loading direction
at penalty parameter p = 20E is plotted on the spatial
n of the internal length at p = 20E.
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configuration in Fig. 15. We observe that for increasing
internal length, the crack opening becomes much smaller,
which we can interpret as overall behaviour of the speci-
men becoming ascendingly stiff. For smaller l the regions
within the specimen carrying none or minor load, are much
larger. Contrarily, for a large internal length the stress is
distributed over almost the entire specimen, and this distri-
bution deflected strongly next to the crack.
Fig. 16. Scale-transition measure k�F � Fk2 for

Fig. 17. Cauchy stress r22 for variation of

Fig. 18. Scale-transition measure k�F � Fk2 for varia
Fig. 16 shows the modulus of the difference between
macro and microdeformation from the scale-transition term
k�F � Fk2 for varying internal length plotted on the spatial
configuration at a penalty of p = 20E. For larger internal
length, the region, in which this term is significant, increases,
but remains narrowly aligned around the crack tip.

Further studies are made on the influence of the scale-
transition parameter p. In Fig. 17, the normal Cauchy-type
variation of the internal length at p = 20E.

scale-transition parameter at l = L0/20.

tion of scale-transition parameter at l = L0/20.



Fig. 19. Discrete material forces FL on spatial mesh at variation of the
internal length at p = 20E.

Fig. 21. Nodal configurational double-force : eigenvectors scaled by
corresponding eigenvalues, plotted on spatial mesh for variation of
internal length at scale-transition parameter p = 20E.
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macrostress component in longitudinal direction, r22, is
plotted on the spatial mesh and compared for different
scale-transition parameters p. The spatial mesh changes
in such manner that, for increasing p, the shape of the
crack tip changes from rounded to sharp. The influence
of p on the stress r22 is not as strong as that of the internal
length. Mainly the field at the crack tip changes its shape
from a ‘‘0’’ towards that of an ‘‘8’’.

Now the influence of the parameter p on the kinematic
measurement from the scale-transition term, k�F � Fk2, is
investigated. From the plot of this field in Fig. 18, we
may perceive that only a rather high scale-transition
parameter leads to a successful penalisation of the quan-
tity, since then the macrotangent and the microdeforma-
tion map, F and �F approach each other. Only around the
crack tip, an occurrence can still be recognised for a penali-
sation being sufficient elsewhere over the domain. This
behaviour is characteristic for the formulation as explained
in the sequel: For small values of p the microcontinuum
deforms more independently as characteristic for micro-
continuum theory. Opposed to that, the formulation
approaches a gradient continuum for larger values of p.
Fig. 20. Modulus of nodal configurational double-force, k k, plotted continuously on spatial mesh for variation of internal length at scale-transition
parameter p = 20E.



Fig. 22. Discrete material forces FL on spatial mesh variation of scale-
transition parameter at l = L0/20.
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This goes along with locally compatible deformations,
which are here imposed by the penalising scale-transition
term.
Fig. 24. Nodal configurational double-force : eigenvectors scaled by
corresponding eigenvalues, plotted on spatial mesh for variation of scale-
transition parameter at internal length at l = L0/20.
5.2.2. Results from the material-motion problem

For the cracked specimen, the material force method is
applied. First the nodal material forces resulting from the
balance of macromomentum are plotted for a variation
of the internal length and of the scale-transition parameter,
before the nodal configurational double-forces are pre-
sented for the same sets of parameters.

In Fig. 19 the discrete nodal material forces FL are plot-
ted for different values of the internal length. The material
forces occur along all edges, especially on the fixed bound-
aries at the upper and lower at end of the specimen and at
the crack tip. Particularly, there is one large lateral material
force located at the crack tip and directed opposite to the
direction into which the crack would propagate. We
observe that with increasing internal length, the overall
deformation is more homogeneous and the major material
force vector at the crack tip decreases. At the same time,
those material force vectors representing the boundary
reaction forces become larger. This can be attributed to
Fig. 23. Modulus of nodal configurational double-force, k k, plotted continuously on the spatial mesh for a variation of scale-transition parameter at
l = L0/20.
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the fact that the parameter increases the stiffness: for the
same displacement, the stiffer specimen will exhibit higher
stresses and thus bear a larger load.

In the sequel, we regard the results for the nodal config-
urational double force of the microscale, . In this context,
Fig. 20 shows its modulus, k k, again plotted continuously
over the mesh. Here we observe the same phenomenon as
for the previous specimen: For zero internal length the mod-
ulus is zero everywhere, while the quantity has the biggest
values for the smallest non-zero internal length and the
occurrence decreases with growing internal length. This
behaviour is also reflected in the illustration of the eigen-
value problem in Fig. 21. Besides this, we moreover observe
that, with increasing internal length, the orientation of the
eigenvectors changes. This could be attributed to a switch
in the order of the corresponding eigenvalues, which conse-
quently determine the direction of the eigenvectors.

We now look at the influence of the scale-transition
parameter p on the material forces, see Fig. 22. Despite
the aforementioned change in the crack shape, for larger
p the material force distribution experiences no significant
sensibility to the scale-transition parameter. Only the mate-
rial forces at the supported edge become slightly larger,
which indicates a slightly stiffer behaviour of the specimen
for increasing p.

Contrary to this, the norm of the nodal configurational
double-force of the microscale, k k, plotted in Fig. 23,
occurs increasingly stronger for increasing scale-transition
parameter p. This strong influence of p on the quantity of
the nodal configurational double-force also becomes obvi-
ous in Fig. 21. This time, there is no significant change in
direction of the eigenvectors. We may conclude that, as
the formulation approaches a second-order gradient con-
tinuum, the micro nodal configurational double-forces
grow (see Fig. 24).

6. Summary and conclusion

In the present contribution, we have introduced a micro-
morphic continuum formulation which is characterised by
the additional consideration of a microstructure attached
at each continuum point. Thus we have introduced addi-
tional kinematic quantities, to account for both the macro
and the microscale, and with these derived the balance rela-
tions. The theory has completely been introduced in terms
of two perspectives: the spatial- and the material-motion
problem. Their duality was especially pointed out by pre-
senting the relations of the kinematic quantities, the stress
quantities and the balance relations. Furthermore, we have
presented a hyperelastic constitutive relation, which
accounts for both the macro and the microscale, and addi-
tionally couples both by a so-called scale- transition term.
With this complete framework at hand, a finite-element
approximation scheme has been presented, which allows
the solution of boundary-value problems being coupled
with respect to macro and microquantities. In the sense
of the material-motion problem, we have applied the mate-
rial force method to the present theory. Here, besides nodal
material forces of the macroscale, which conform to those
known from local continua, we have derived an additional
quantity for the microscale, the nodal configurational dou-
ble forces. These quantities will prove useful when consid-
ering defect mechanics for micromorphic or related
generalised continua.

We have completed our contribution by numerical
examples. Within these, we have solved the spatial-motion
problem and furthermore evaluated the presented quanti-
ties from the micromorphic material force method. On
the one hand, we have been able show that our theory
reflects the typical features, such as non-symmetric stress
etc. On the other hand, we obtained results of the material
force method that will be used when focusing on defect
mechanics for generalised continua.
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